What is AddressGrabber?

AddressGrabber is a contact capture tool that helps enter leads and contacts into ACT!, Outlook and more without retyping. AddressGrabber intelligently extracts the name, address, city, state, zip, email address, phone, fax and enters it into your database in less than 10 seconds.

You can use AddressGrabber to quickly import contact details from email signatures, web pages, online directories and other text documents into any address book, contact manager or CRM.

How do you import a contact into your database?

AddressGrabber is a PC desktop application. Once installed, AddressGrabber appears as a floating tool bar on your desktop.

AddressGrabber Flags Duplicates - AddressGrabber alerts when a duplicate record is being entered into the database. You can add it as a new record, update the record or skip transfer.

How does AddressGrabber Help?

AddressGrabber saves time - AddressGrabber saves time by eliminating the need to cut and paste contact information field by field. One click, enters all fields of the contact into your database in less than 10 seconds.

AddressGrabber Eliminates Typos - Anytime manual data-entry is involved, typing mistakes are bound to occur. AddressGrabber enables not only fast, but also very accurate data entry. It eliminates typos, character reversals etc.

To enter a contact, follow these two simple steps:

1. Select Contacts - Highlight contact, as though you were going to copy it.
2. Click Icon - Click on the application Icon where you want to transfer, on the AddressGrabber tool Bar.

Observe as AddressGrabber intelligently extracts all contact details and enters them into ACT!, Outlook and more. As a backup, the highlighted contact information is also stored into the notes area for future reference.